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1 Introduction

In Den Dikken & Dékány (2018b), an outlook on case and P in Estonian is presented based on (1).

(1) a. all eleven semantic cases involve a syntactic structure featuring a projection of an
adposition (P)

b. the seven spatial cases (the illative, inessive, elative, allative, adessive, ablative, and
translative) involve a case morpheme (K) on the noun phrase in P’s complement that
serves as an alternative realisation of P (in the sense of Emonds 1985, 1987), causing
P to remain silent

c. the last four semantic cases (the terminative, essive, abessive and comitative) do not
select the noun phrase in their complement, causing alternative realisation of P to be
unavailable; P is autonomously realised by the case particle, and assigns structural
genitive case

In this short paper, the focus is on Mari, another Finno-Ugric language. I will show that the treatment
of the semantic cases proposed in Den Dikken & Dékány (2018b) carries over directly to both
Meadow Mari and other Mari varieties, and that, given a particular perspective on variation in the
syntax of the possessed noun phrase, the key difference between Mari varieties with respect to the
placement of possessive, number and case morphology can be understood. The ‘suspended affixat-
ion’ patterns found in Mari can be analysed, on this approach, without any appeals to reordering
operations in morphology or syntax — in contrast to a recent proposal by Guseva & Weisser (2018).
The empirical focus in this paper, as in Guseva & Weisser’s (which serves as my primary data
source), will be on Meadow Mari; I will draw attention to other varieties wherever relevant.

2 Case and number in the possessive noun phrase

2.1 The affix ordering facts

In the Mari expression equivalent to English our gardens, the possessed noun (pasu ‘garden’) comes
first, followed by a string of suffixes marking the number of the possessum, the ö-features of the
possessor, and the case borne by the possessive noun phrase. The way in which these three affixes
are ordered vis-à-vis one another depends on the case involved. For the overtly marked structural
cases (the accusative and the genitive; the nominative has no exponent in Mari so the placement of
the nominative case marker cannot be examined), we find two possible outputs: POSS – NUM – K

(where ‘K’ stands for morphological case) or NUM – POSS – K. The suffixation patterns in (2a,b) are
equally acceptable.
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(2) a. pasu-vlak-na-m N – NUM – POSS – K

garden-NUM:PL-POSS:1PL-K:ACC

‘our gardens’
b. pasu-na-vlak-em N – POSS – NUM – K

garden-POSS:1PL-NUM:PL-K:ACC

‘our gardens’

These two suffix orderings manifest themselves also for the comitative, and they are common with
the dative and the comparative (rendered in English as ‘as’ or ‘like’, the equivalent of essive case
in Estonian) as well.1

The spatial cases (of which Mari has just three: lative, illative and inessive) also give rise to
two possible suffix orderings. One possibility is for the suffixes to string along in the same order as
in (2b): POSS – NUM – K (see (3b)). Elina Guseva accepts the affix ordering in (3b) but would not
herself produce it. Luutonen (1997) reports the existence of the affix ordering in (3b) for Meadow
Mari as well — and points out that this is the only possible affix ordering with spatial cases in
Eastern Mari dialects. But in Meadow Mari, there is an alternative option as well: the order NUM –
K – POSS, shown in (3a). This is the preferred order in Guseva’s Meadow Mari variety; but it is non-
existent in Eastern Mari.

(3) a. pasu-vlak-ešte-na N – NUM – K – POSS TMeadow Mari
garden-NUM:PL-K:INESS-POSS:1PL *Eastern Mari
‘in our gardens’

b. pasu-na-vlak-ešte N – POSS – NUM – K %Meadow Mari
garden-POSS:1PL-NUM:PL-K:INESS TEastern Mari
‘in our gardens’

Note that while the b–orderings in (2) and (3) match, the examples in (2a) and (3a) exhibit
strikingly different positionings of the case particle. For the spatial cases, in possessive noun phrases
in which the possessive marker is not adjacent to the possessed noun, K occurs sandwiched in
between the number marker and the possessive marker. This is the order familiar from Finnish (4):

(4) talo-i-ssa-si N – NUM – K – POSS (Finnish)

house-NUM:PL-K:INESS-POSS:2SG

‘in yourSG houses’

The order in (2a), by contrast, corresponds to the standard Hungarian order, illustrated in (5).2 Note
that, unlike in Mari, in Hungarian this morpheme order is not restricted to a subset of cases (in
particular, the structural ones): it occurs with all cases, invariably.

1 According to Alhoniemi (1993), the dative and the comparative evince an unstable pattern in Meadow Mari:
they can either precede or follow the possessive marker. Guseva & Weisser (2018:xx) point out that in their data, the
comparative and dative case particles always follow the possessive marker. We will set the other affix order aside here.

2 In the gloss for (5), we ignored the je following the nominal root kert, often referred to as the ‘possessedness’
marker. Since this je does not cross-reference the ö-features of the possessor, it plays no role here; but see fn. 8, below.
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(5) kertje-i-nk-et/ben N – NUM – POSS – K (Hungarian)

garden-NUM:PL-POSS:1PL-K:ACC/INESS

‘(in) our gardens’

To my knowledge, the standard languages of the European Finno-Ugric-speaking nation states,
Hungary, Finland and Estonia, do not have (2/3b). But in the variety of Hungarian spoken in the
Õrség (Burgenland, in present-day Austria), we do find this affix order instantiated (see Dékány
2012:176 and references cited there):

(6) kert-ünk-ök-et/ben N – POSS – NUM – K (Felsõõr Hungarian)

garden-POSS:1PL-NUM:PL-K:ACC/INESS

‘(in) our gardens’

The picture presented by Mari case-marked possessive noun phrases is thus a peculiar mix
of affix ordering possibilities found elsewhere in the Uralic family. In the following subsections, I
will present an outline of a purely syntactic analysis of these facts. I begin, outside Mari, with a
closer look at the contrast between Finnish and standard Hungarian, in section 2.2.

2.2 A note on Finnish N – NUM – K – POSS versus standard Hungarian N – NUM – POSS – K

In (4) vs (5), I reproduced the familiar contrast between Finnish and standard Hungarian with respect
to the placement of the case suffix of possessive noun phrases: in Hungarian the case particle comes
at the end whereas in Finnish it precedes the marker cross-referencing the ö-features of the possess-
or. Finnish is customarily taken to be ‘weird’ in this respect, placing the case particle in a position
that does not correspond to its scope and thereby violating the Mirror Principle (Baker 1985; see
Kiparsky 2018 for a particularly explicit statement to this effect in the recent literature). My point
in this section is that Finnish (4) is not scopally incongruous at all, and that there is a straightforward
answer available to the question of why Finnish and Hungarian differ with regard to the placement
of case on possessive noun phrases. The key to the answer is the distribution of alternative realisation
of P (Finnish) and autonomous lexicalisation of P (Hungarian).

Let us begin by addressing the scope issue. One would certainly want the spatial adposition
to which the case particle -ssa ‘INESS’ in (4) corresponds to take scope over the entire possessive
noun phrase. But for this scope relationship to materialise, the case particle itself does not need to
‘take scope’ over the possessive DP — in languages in which case particles are alternative realis-
ations of P (in the sense of Emonds 1985, 1987), they are mere morphophonological matter, not
semantic scope-takers; it is the silent Ps licensed by these case particles which take scope. So for
Finnish (4), the placement of the case particle ‘inside’ the possessive DP will not stand in the way
of the locative P taking scope over the entire DP. The case particles in Finnish are alternative realis-
ations of Ps, not spell-outs of these Ps themselves.

The question that is left to answer for Finnish is why the alternative realisation of the inessive
P in (4) is placed exactly in this position, between the number marker for the possessum and the
marker cross-referencing the ö-features of the possessor. The key to this question lies in the central
role that Den Dikken & Dékány (2018b) attribute to selection in alternative realisation (for which
they provide an explicit rationale). A silent P can be alternatively realised only by case morphology
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on a noun phrase in its complement that (a) can provide a host for the corresponding case morphol-
ogy and (b) is in a selectional relationship with the P-head. In the case of Finnish (4), the locative
P directly selects the entire possessive DP; but since this DP’s D-head is silent, it cannot provide a
host for the case morpheme K. The semantic head of the possessive DP that is selected by P, i.e., the
possessum, bears the brunt of the semantic selectional relationship between P and its complement.
So the possessum can satisfy requirement (b); and it also supplies a suitable host for the case
morphology licensing silent spatial P, satisfying requirement (a). The case morpheme K attaches to
the last morpheme of the possessum — which, in (4), is the NUM marker, -i. 

Let us spell this out a little more precisely in the structure underlying the alienable possession
relation in (4), represented in (7) (a slightly simplified version of Den Dikken 2015), involving a
small clause (RELATOR phrase, RP; see Den Dikken 2006) of which the possessum is the subject.
The number marker represents the functional head Num, which forms a constituent with the NP of
the possessum in the SpecRP position. The RELATOR-head of the small clause harbours the possess-
ive marker (POSS), which cross-references the ö-features of the possessor, which is contained in the
predicate of the small clause.

(7) [RP [Subject POSSESSUM Num=NUM]-K [RN RELATOR=POSS [Predicate POSSESSOR]]]
   talo         -i      -ssa         -si

With Num exponed as -i and hosting the inessive case particle -ssa, and with the RELATOR spelled
out by the possessive marker -si, we arrive at the morpheme order of (4): talo-i-ssa-si.

Hungarian differs from Finnish in that it does not have the case morphology ‘descend’ into
the possessive DP. This is because in Hungarian, case morphology is not an alternative realisation
of P in the sense of Emonds (1985, 1987) but an actual, autonomous realisation of the P-head itself.
Finnish and Hungarian are both famous for being agglutinative in their morphology. Strictly
agglutinative systems are arguably represented in such a way that the various markers are autono-
mous realisations of heads of syntactic phrase markers — i.e., in Hungarian kertje-i-nk-ben ‘garden-
NUM:PL–POSS:1PL-K:INESS, in our gardens’, -i, -nk and -ben each spell out a head of their own in the
syntactic structure (P in the case of -ben).3 But although Hungarian is indeed relentlessly agglutina-
tive, even in its pronominal system,4 for Finnish we find that the case inflection of the pronoun se
‘it’ is not strictly agglutinative:

(8) NOM talo ‘house’ maa ‘land’ se ‘it’ (Finnish)

ACC talon maan sen
INESS talossa maassa siinä
ELAT talosta maasta siitä
ILLAT taloon maahan siihen

3 Assuming that Hungarian does indeed work like this gives one an account of the otherwise entirely mysterious
distribution of case particles in the Hungarian comparative correlative. See Den Dikken (200x) for discussion.

4 Readers may protest that the ‘accusative’ forms of the first and second person singular pronouns (én~engem
‘I~me’, te~téged ‘youSG’) are not the product of strict agglutination: the accusative marker of Hungarian is -t, which is
absent here; the morphology that does get added is not accusative but possessive, plus an apparently extraneous g. See
Den Dikken (xxxx) for a demonstration that these forms are indeed agglutinative. The change from én to en and from
te to té is strictly phonological, not a case of stem allomorphy, unlike what we see in the paradigm for Finnish se ‘it’.
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The (incomplete) case paradigm for the pronoun se shows three case forms that are not regularly
formed via agglutination: there is stem allomorphy with the three locative cases INESS, ELAT, ILLAT.
Note also that the Finnish case system overall (unlike that of Hungarian) features two systematic loci
of syncretism: (i) ACC.SG = GEN.SG; and (ii) NOM.PL = ACC.PL. This presents us with a non-agglutina-
tive expression of case and number. This combination of deviations from strict agglutination in the
Finnish case system argues that in Finnish, morphological cases are not the realisation of a syntactic
head (P) but instead inflectional case suffixes that form lexical, word-level units with their hosts, and
alternatively realise silent Ps. By contrast, the strict agglutinativity of Hungarian morphology, incl.
the case particles, makes it highly plausible to treat the Hungarian case markers as exponents of the
P-heads themselves.

As spell-outs of P, the Hungarian case particles are expected to be located outside the entire
possessive DP — to its right, in light of the fact that Hungarian is generally postpositional: even non-
affixal Ps (such as alatt ‘under’ or által ‘by’) follow their complements. But in Finnish, the P-heads
themselves are silent, and alternatively realised by case particles that are hosted by the possessum.
The structure of the possessum includes the number marker for the possessum (-i), but not the
possessive agreement marker — so the case particle in Finnish follows NUM but precedes POSS.

2.3 Mari (2/3a): N – NUM – {K, POSS}

The a–examples in (2) and (3) share with the Finnish and standard Hungarian examples in (4) and
(5) the fact that the number marker is directly attached to the possessum. So in Mari — as in Finnish
and standard Hungarian — the Num-head harbouring the NUM morpheme can structurally combine
directly with the possessum: ‘the multiple gardens that are ours’. The syntax of (2a) and (3a) thus
starts out from the same structure we used for Finnish (4) — i.e., (7), repeated below. The RELATOR-
head of this RP harbours the possessive marker (POSS), which, under the Spec–Head relationship
with the possessum, cross-references the ö-features of the possessum.5

(7) [RP [Subject POSSESSUM Num=NUM] [RN RELATOR=POSS [Predicate POSSESSOR]]]

The predicate of the small clause raises to the specifier of a functional projection FP outside RP,
delivering a surface output in which the possessor precedes the possessum, as in Mari (9a). The head
F assigns genitive case to the possessor in Mari, under the Spec–Head relation.

(9) a. mej-en perdež-em
I-GEN door-POSS:1SG

‘my door’
b. [FP [Predicate POSSESSOR]i [FN F<GEN> [RP [Subject POSSESSUM] [RN RELATOR=POSS ti]]]]

The structure in (9b) is subsequently merged with a silent D-head to produce the full possessive DP.

5 Guseva & Weisser (2018) place Mari possessive morphology in D, and take the possessor to be in SpecDP. It
seems to me more likely that the genitival possessor of Mari possessive noun phrases is in a lower structural position,
very much as in Hungarian possessive noun phrases with a ‘nominative’ (or morphologically caseless) possessor, to
whose syntax I am explicitly assimilating the analysis of Mari possessive noun phrases. See Den Dikken & Dékány
(2018a) for recent discussion of the structure of the Hungarian possessive noun phrase, with references to the literature.
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In the following three subsections, I will discuss the distribution of the derivation based on
(7) in Mari across the structural cases (accusative, genitive and possibly dative), the comitative and
the comparative, and the spatial cases.

2.3.1 The structural cases

For the structural cases (accusative, genitive), the silent-headed DP that represents the possessive
noun phrase bears an abstract case feature which, in the PF component, is converted into a case
particle corresponding to the abstract case in question. This case feature will be exponed at PF on
the last element in the possessive noun phrase — i.e., the POSS-marker in the RELATOR head. This
produces the linear string N – NUM – POSS – K, as in (2a). I illustrate this in (10).

(10) [DP<ACC/GEN> Di [FP [Predicate POSSESSOR] [FN F<GEN> 
[RP [Subject POSSESSUM Num=NUM] [RN RELATOR=POSS+K tPred]]]]]

For the dative, this output is also grammatical — which plausibly suggests that dative case
can pattern with the structural cases in Mari. The fact that dative case can also participate in the order
in (3a) suggests that, under certain circumstances (which will need to be made more precise in future
work), the dative can exhibit non-structural, spatial-like behaviour.6

2.3.2 The comitative and the comparative

The comitative (‘with’) and comparative (‘as, like’) cases produce the N – NUM – POSS – K string of
(2a) as well. This is not because these are structural cases. Rather, the fact that the comitative and
the comparative deliver this morpheme string is due to the fact that the P-heads that represent the
comitative and the comparative cannot remain silent and be alternatively realised by case morphol-
ogy on the noun phrase in their complement — because this noun phrase, in the case of the
comitative and the comparative, is not an argument of this P. This is discussed in detail for Estonian
in Den Dikken & Dékány (2018b). As in Estonian, the Mari comitative and comparative are expo-
nents of P-heads — and in both languages, this P-head is postpositional, which explains the fact that
the case particle shows up last in the string.7 The structures in (11) illustrate.

(11) a. [PP [RP [Subj PossDP] [RELATOR [THERE]]] PCOMIT]
b. [RP Subject [RN [Pred PossDP] RELATOR=PCOMPAR]]

6 Éva Dékány (p.c.) tells me that there are sporadic examples of spatially used datives in Hungarian (marked by
-nak/nek) — thus, falnak megy ‘go against the wall, bump into the wall on purpose’ (usually in a figurative sense), neki-
megy az ajtónak/a versenytársaknak ‘bump into the door, verbally attack the competitors’. According to Simonyi (xxxx),
the dative could support a lative meaning. Caha (xxxx) argues that the genitive is static, expressing a state, while the
dative is dynamic, expressing a change of state (specifically, change of ownership on indirect objects). On this view, the
relationship of the genitive to the dative is similar to the relationship of the inessive to the illative.

7 I do not at this time have an explanation to offer for the fact that the comparative case can also participate in
the suffix order in (3b). It may be that the marker called ‘comparative case’ in Mari is ambiguous (perhaps in the way
present-day English as and like are) between a P and a functional element that can be treated as an integral part of the
projection of the possessive noun phrase. Kangasamaa-Minn (1998:227) calls the comparative case ‘Modal case’, and
mentions that it has lative undertones and is tacked on to illative forms.
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2.3.3 The spatial cases

The spatial cases of Estonian were treated in Den Dikken & Dékány (2018b) as alternative realisat-
ions of spatial adpositions (Ps). That is, the spatial Ps themselves are all silent; their silence is
licensed by the fact that there is a noun phrase in their complement that is adorned with the corre-
sponding case morphology — more particularly (see Den Dikken & Dékány 2018b), a noun phrase
with which the P-head engages in a selectional relationship.

Because the D-head of the possessive DP (which is directly selected by P) is silent, it cannot
serve as a possible host for the case morpheme K. So instead, as in the Finnish case discussed in
section 2.2, the host of the case morphology licensing silent spatial P in Mari (3a) is the possessum,
the semantic head of the possessive DP that is selected by P. The case morpheme K attaches to the
last morpheme of the constituent in SpecRP — the NUM marker. The linear output produced by (12)
for the spatial cases is thus N – NUM – K – POSS: exactly what we find on the surface in (3a).

(12) [PP [DP Di [FP [Predicate POSSESSOR] [FN F<GEN> 
[RP [Subject POSSESSUM Num=NUM+K{INESS, LAT, ILLAT}] [RN RELATOR=POSS tPred]]]]] Pi]

2.4 Mari (2/3b): N – POSS – NUM – K

In the a–examples in (2) and (3), the Num-head combines directly with the possessum, just as in
Finnish (4) and standard Hungarian (5). As we have seen, this produces grammatical outputs in
Meadow Mari — though in Eastern Mari, (3a) is reported to be ungrammatical. Instead of (3a),
Eastern Mari wants (3b), which is acceptable to a Meadow Mari speaker’s ear but apparently not (or
no longer) productively being produced in this variety. For the accusative, genitive, dative, comita-
tive and comparative cases, (2b) is perfectly grammatical alongside (2a).

The POSS – NUM – K order instantiated by Mari (2b) and (3b) is matched by the order of
morphemes found in the variety of Hungarian spoken in the Õrség: recall (6), repeated below. In
light of the fact that, like standard Hungarian, this dialect is is strictly agglutinative, it comes as no
surprise that the case particle in (6) surfaces at the end of the string, just as in the standard language.
But whereas Finnish and standard Hungarian agree on placing the marker that cross-references the
ö-features of the possessor (POSS) outside the marker that indicates the cardinality of the possessum
(NUM), the Õrség variety switches the relative order of these two markers, delivering the POSS – NUM

– K order illustrated in (6).

(6) kert-ünk-ök-et/ben N – POSS – NUM – K (Felsõõr Hungarian)

garden-POSS:1PL-NUM:PL-K:ACC/INESS

‘(in) our gardens’

What is responsible for the variation in the placement of the number marker in plural
possessive noun phrases? What makes (6) differ from standard Hungarian (5), and what is it that
causes the variation within Mari between the a–examples and the b–examples in (2) and (3)? I
believe the answers to these questions lie in the position in which the grammars of these Finno-Ugric
varieties syntactically represent the number marker of possessive noun phrases.
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As we saw in section 2.2, Finnish and standard Hungarian treat the number marker of
possessive noun phrases as part of the structure of the possessum alone. Mari allows this, too: the
a–examples in (2) and (3) instantiate this. But the POSS – NUM – K affix ordering in the b–examples
in (2) and (3) and also in (6) is the product of a syntactic representation in which the number
specification for the possessive noun phrase is introduced outside the portion of the structure in
which the possession relation between the two terms of the possessive noun phrase is established.8

The derivation of (2/3b) and (6) starts out by building a possessive relation directly between
the possessive predicate and the ‘bare’ noun phrase projected by ‘garden’:

(13) [RP [Subject POSSESSUM] [RN RELATOR=POSS [Predicate POSSESSOR]]]

As in the derivation of the examples discussed previously, the derivation proceeds by having the
predicate invert with its subject. For Mari, this produces (14), with F assigning genitive case to the
possessor.

(14) [FP [Predicate POSSESSOR] [FN F<GEN> [RP [Subject POSSESSUM] [RN RELATOR=POSS tPred]]]]

It is to this portion of the structure that we subsequently assign a number specification, by placing
FP in the complement of the functional head Num, harbouring the number marker for the possessive
noun phrase as a whole: ‘multiple tokens of [a garden that is ours]’. In (15) (as I did implicitly in
(7)), I have represented NumP as head-final, to keep the structure relatively simple and transparent;
a head-initial analysis featuring movement of FP into SpecNumP is a theoretical possibility — but
not one for which I am aware of any concrete support at this time.

(15) [NumP [FP [Predicate POSSESSOR] [FN F<GEN> 
[RP [Subject POSSESSUM] [RN RELATOR=POSS tPred]]]] Num=NUM+K]

The possessive noun phrase is subsequently completed by the construction of a DP on top
of NumP. But since D does not have any overt exponent (D in Mari possessive noun phrases is
always null), the case suffix of the possessive noun phrase is hosted by the number marker, as
indicated in (15). No matter whether the case involved is structural or semantic, (15) translates into
the surface morpheme order N – POSS – NUM – K. And of course, for the comitative and the compar-
ative (the two Mari case particles that autonomously realise a postposition), we end up with this
morpheme order as well. This is the string found in the b–examples in (2) and (3), and also in (6).

8 In the Hungarian possessive noun phrase, there is actually a sense in which number marking appears both inside
and outside the portion of the structure in which the possession relation is established. A closer look at Hungarian (5)
(repeated below as (i)) reveals that the possessive plural marker -i occurs in between two morphemes that each play a
role in the marking of the possession relation: to its right we find the ö-agreement marker cross-referencing the possessor
(-nk), and to its left we see -je, a marker that (within the noun phrase) only occurs in the context of possession but which
does not itself harbour ö-features. I have so far taken the locus of possessive agreement to be the one relevant for cross-
Uralic comparison. But if one treats -je as the exponent of POSS in the RELATOR-head in Hungarian (see Den Dikken 2018
for discussion), Hungarian is more like Mari (2/3b) than like Finnish (4). It is highly relevant to note in this connection
that in Õrség Hungarian (6), the ‘possessedness marker’ -je seen in standard Hungarian (i) is strikingly absent.

(i) kert-je-i-nk-et/ben
garden-POSS-NUM:PL-POSS:1PL-K:ACC/INESS
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2.5 Summary for Mari

On our approach to (2b) and (3b), the difference between these examples and their counterparts in
(2a) and (3a) lies in the hierarchical position of NumP in the structure of the possessive noun phrase:
in the former, Num merges with a substructure within which the possession relationship between the
two terms (the possessor and the possessum) has already been established; in the latter, Num com-
bines locally with the possessum, prior to the establishment of a possession relationship. The two
options are both semantically coherent: ‘[multiple tokens of a garden] that are ours’ and ‘multiple
tokens of [a garden that is ours]’ both make sense. There is no a priori way in which Universal
Grammar can settle the order of Merge here: there are genuinely two options available.

An important question arising at this point is whether the two structures that we have exploit-
ed in our analysis of the number and case facts presenting themselves in the Mari possessive DP
correspond to differences other than the morpheme ordering distinctions observed on the surface. 
One could easily imagine that the structural height of NumP (combining directly with the possessum
or merged after the establishment of a possession relation) correlates with interpretive effects. One
such effect could be a distributive vs collective dichotomy: ‘the gardens that are jointly possessed
by us’ vs ‘the gardens possessed by each of us individually’. Another logical possibility would be
associativity: relevant here is the fact that Hungarian has an associative plural marker, -ék, which
follows the possessive agreement marker (as in a szomszéd-om-ék ‘neighbour-POSS:1SG-ASSOCPL,
my neighbour and his associates’) whereas as we have seen, in standard Hungarian, regular plural
marking for the possessum surfaces inside the possessive agreement marker (a szomszéda-i-m
‘neighbour-NUM:PL-POSS:1SG, my neighbours’).9 No such interpretive differences have been report-
ed, to my knowledge. Guseva & Weisser (2018) say that no different scopal relations are entailed
by the two different placements of number morphology, ‘for all we know’. One would also want to
know whether one of the two ways of merging Num is marked compared to the other. On this point,
no clear picture emerges from the dialect variation reviewed previously. These, then, are questions
which future research will have to try to find answers to.

3 Case and number under suspended affixation

The main objective of this paper so far has been to get the complex affix ordering facts in the
possessive noun phrases of Mari (and Uralic more generally) under control. For Guseva & Weisser
(2018), whose paper served as the catalyst for the present piece, the internal syntax of the possessive
DPs that they are working with is not a major concern — rather, they concentrate on a number of
‘suspended affixation’ (SA) patterns found in constructions in which one possessive noun phrase is
coordinated with another. As they discuss at length, these SA patterns apparently pose a major
challenge for the Right-Edge Condition:

(16) Right-Edge Condition on Suspended Affixation
inflectional affixes can only be deleted by suspended affixation if they form a
coherent string at the right edge of a non-final conjunct

9 Note that the associate plural marker can combine with the plural-possessum marker, as in a szomszéda-i-m-ék
‘neighbour-NUM:PL-POSS:1SG-ASSOCPL, my neighbours and their associates’.
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Guseva & Weisser (2018) present the Mari examples in (17) and (18) as problematic for (16).
In (17) we see the suspension of the illative affix in the first conjunct, despite the fact that (in the
second conjunct) it is not final in the string; (18) suspends not just case but number as well.

(17) kart-em mej-en perdež-em den omsa-ške-že pižekta
map-K:ACC I-GEN door-POSS:1SG and wall-K:ILLAT-POSS:3SG pin.3SG.PRES

‘he pins maps to my door and his wall’

(18) tud-en   sad-še den memn-an pasu-vlak-ešte-na 
he-GEN garden-POSS:3SG and we-GEN field-NUM:PL-K:INESS-POSS:1PL 
modet
play.3PL.PRES

‘they are playing in his gardens and in our fields’10

One might wonder why (17) would necessarily instantiate a case of suspended affixation. The
illative case particle was analysed earlier in this paper as an alternative realisation of a spatial P —
and we know from languages such as English that DP-coordination below P is entirely possible: onto
[&P my door and his wall]. Guseva & Weisser (2018:*12) actually translate (17) using this strategy
— though they render (18) with a coordination of two identically-headed PPs (‘in his gardens and
in our fields’). There is a reason for thinking that the latter is more accurate for Mari than the DP-
coordination-under-P strategy. As Guseva & Weisser (2018:*7) note, in cases of suspended affix-
ation involving case-marked noun phrases in Mari (and also in Ossetic and Armenian: Erschler
2012), ‘the non-final conjuncts do not typically bear the nominative. Rather, they bear the oblique
stem on the basis of which the deleted case marker is formed’. We see this in (19b) vs (19c):

(19) a. pörjeng memnam da nunem užeš
man.NOM we.ACC and they.ACC see.3SG.PRES

b. pörjeng memna den nunem užeš
man.NOM we.ACC and they.ACC see.3SG.PRES

both: ‘the man sees us and them’
c. *pörjeng me den nunem užeš

man.NOM we.NOM and they.ACC see.3SG.PRES

The form memna forming the first conjunct in the suspended affixation example in (19b) does not
by itself figure anywhere in the case paradigm for the first singular plural pronoun. But it forms an
integral subpart of the genitive, accusative and dative case forms, and immediately hosts the K

particles for these cases: memna-{n/m/lan} ‘we-GEN/ACC/DAT’. In light of the contrast between (19b)
and (19c), I will accept Guseva & Weisser’s (2018:*8) conclusion that we are indeed dealing here,
and by analogy also in (17) and (18) (for which morphological evidence to this effect is not forth-
coming), with coordination of two PPs, with suspended case affixation in the first conjunct.

10 The glosses and translations of sad and pasu given here are from Guseva & Weisser’s (2018) paper, from which
I also pulled the earlier examples in (2) and (3), where they glossed pasu as ‘garden’. The on-line Mari dictionary
suggests that the glosses for (18) are accurate. I have preserved the glosses for (2) and (3) given by Guseva & Weisser.
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In my discussion of suspended affixation in Meadow Mari, I will concentrate on the example
in (18), which poses a particularly serious threat for the condition in (16): while in (17) it is only the
case particle ške ‘ILLAT’ that is missing from the first conjunct, the example in (18) supports a read-
ing in which we are dealing with suspension of a string of multiple morphemes. The first conjunct
in (18) can be interpreted as a plural (‘his gardens’), with the NUM and K markers both ‘suspended’.11

Here we need to account not just for the suspension of the case particle but also for the single
occurrence of the plural marker vlak, which asserts itself on both noun phrases in the form of a plural
interpretation. So it looks like we are indeed dealing here with a case of deletion of material from
the first conjunct. But is the deletion of this material necessarily in violation of the Right-Edge
Condition in (16)?

It is if one assumes that the internal structure of the two DPs must be identical — that is, if
one assumes that both the projection of pasu ‘field’ and the projection of sad ‘garden’ are formed
along the lines of (3a) (repeated below, along with (3b)).

(3) a. pasu-vlak-ešte-na N – NUM – K – POSS TMeadow Mari
garden-NUM:PL-K:INESS-POSS:1PL *Eastern Mari
‘in our gardens’

b. pasu-na-vlak-ešte N – POSS – NUM – K %Meadow Mari
garden-POSS:1PL-NUM:PL-K:INESS TEastern Mari
‘in our gardens’

But there is no obvious guarantee that the first conjunct is of type (3a): the morpheme order in (3b)
is acceptable in Meadow Mari; and although Guseva would not use (3b) in non-conjunctive environ-
ments, it is entirely possible that (3b) is syntactically active in her idiolect as long as the placement
of the possessive marker to the left of NUM and K cannot be perceived on the surface. What makes
sad-še in (18) different from pasu-vlak-ešte-na in (3b) is precisely the absence of both NUM and K
morphology in the former. Guseva & Weisser (2018) assume that this morphology is syntactically
present in the syntax of the first conjunct and is deleted at PF — and that the position which these
morphemes are in prior to deletion is the same position that their counterparts occupy in the fully
pronounced second conjunct. I believe that this last assumption is not a necessary one. Once it is
dropped, a pathway towards the analysis of (18) opens up in which deletion takes place at the right
edge of the first conjunct — in perfect harmony with the Right-Edge Condition in (16).

Concretely, then, my proposal for (18) can be summarised as in (20).

(20) [&P [PP [DP sad-še-vlak-ešte] Pi]  [& [PP [DP pasu-vlak-ešte-na] Pi]]]
POSS-NUM-K(3b) NUM-K-POSS(3a)

The representation in (20) i syntactically well-formed, and allows the silent spatial P in the structure
to be licensed via alternative realisation, thanks to the local presence of a case particle that can
identify the nature of the spatial P involved.

11 Guseva & Weisser (2018:*7) present a table that indicates that explicitly supplying the plural marker in the first
conjunct would also be grammatical, but they do not provide the relevant variant of (18). Earlier in their paper (p. *7),
where they point out that ‘Number marking can be retained ... in order to avoid the ambiguity that arises’, they provide
an explicit example (though not one with a spatial case): me peres-vlak den pij-vlak-em užam ‘I cat-PL and dog-PL see’.
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The structure in (20) is a coordination of ‘unlikes’ in the sense that it involves a mix of (3b)
(in the left conjunct) and (3a) (in the right conjunct). But it is well known that the law of coordi-
nation of likes is rooted in semantics, not in form: Donald is an idiot and out of his mind is a well-
formed coordination of morphosyntactic ‘unlikes’ (a noun phrase and a PP) that are semantically
similar enough to make the result perfectly well-formed. In the case of (20) there is no question
about whether the coordinates are semantically on a par or not: as I mentioned in section 2.5, no
interpretive differences have been reported between (3a) and (3b) (or, for that matter, between (2a)
and (2b)); see Guseva & Weisser (2018:xx). So I believe one can feel entirely safe in concluding that
the structural representation in (20) is grammatical. There is, therefore, no threat to the Right-Edge
Condition posed by the suspended affixation patterns found in Mari.

One last question remains to be addressed. A hallmark of the SA pattern in (18) is the
absence of the plural marker from the first conjunct. This is grammatical when the case particle also
fails to show up in the first conjunct. But Guseva & Weisser (2018:*12) point out that in a nomina-
tive case context, in which the coordinated possessive noun phrases have no case marker (because
the nominative case has no overt exponent in Mari), omission of the plural morpheme from the first
conjunct leads to singular semantics for that conjunct: it can no longer be interpreted as a plural:

(21) sad-še den pasu-vlak-na
garden-POSS:3SG and field-NUM:PL-POSS:1PL

‘his garden and our fields’
*‘his gardens and our fields’

This dependence of omission of the plural marker on omission of a case marker does not
immediately fall out from anything that I have said so far. In particular, it cannot be reduced to a
hypothetical ban on reversing the relative order of the possessive and plural markers in the absence
of a case particle: (22a,b) are given by Guseva & Weisser (2018:*4) as grammatical side by side.

(22) a. pasu-vlak-na
garden-NUM:PL-POSS:1PL

b. pasu-na-vlak
garden-POSS:1PL-NUM:PL

both: ‘our gardens’

The fact that (21) does not support a plural reading for the first conjunct while (18) does can
be understood if we adopt the hypothesis that Mari in fact has no suspended affixation for NUM as
such (unlike Turkish, where [ev ve dükkan]-lar supports the reading ‘houses and shops’). NUM can
go missing from the first conjunct along with K because suspended affixation targeting K can lead
to ‘pied-piping’ of NUM; but when there is no suspended affixation of a K particle, NUM cannot go
missing. This is easily understood when we recall the structure of (3b)-type possessive noun phrases,
which, according to the analysis of (17) and (18) presented above, underlie the suspended affixation
patterns affecting case morphology:

(15) [NumP [FP [Predicate POSSESSOR] [FN F<GEN> 
[RP [Subject POSSESSUM] [RN RELATOR=POSS tPred]]]] Num=NUM+K]
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In (15), the K particle attaches to the NUM marker. Suspended affixation targets the K particle. This
affects K alone when SA is applied prior to bracket erasure in phonology. But after K and its morpho-
logical host NUM have amalgamated into a phonological unit, application of SA will wipe out NUM

and K together. Suspended affixation does not target NUM directly; but NUM can fall victim to sus-
pended affixation when ellipsis applies so late that it affects not just the K particle but also its host.

This said, the fact that (21) does not support a reading in which the first conjunct is plural
falls out immediately: suspended affixation is the privilege of case morphology, and it may affect
the host of the case particle (i.e., NUM in (3b)) as well; but in the nominative there is no case particle
to undergo suspended affixation, so there is nothing for NUM to piggy-back on either. Since, by
hypothesis, NUM itself is ineligible for suspended affixation in Mari, the facts in (21) follow.

This analysis of the contrast between (17)–(18), on the one hand, and (21), on the other, is 
built on three main hypotheses: (a) cases of suspended affixation of the type in (17)–(18) involve
‘mixed’ coordination of (3b) and (3a); (b) in case-marked possessive noun phrases of the type in
(3b), the NUM marker serves as the morphophonological host for the K particle; and (c) Mari only
allows suspended affixation of K (potentially ‘pied-piping’ its host NUM), not of NUM itself. The
efficacy of the account based on these hypotheses of the impossibility of suspended affixation of
number in the absence of suspended affixation of case lends support for each of these hypotheses.

The point of this section has been to argue that the suspended affixation pattern of Meadow
Mari does not require the complex postsyntactic reordering operations of which Guseva & Weisser
(2018) avail themselves (incl. D-lowering, D-metathesis, and ‘Duke of York’ derivations), nor pro-
vides the argument against a representational analysis of the facts that Guseva & Weisser see in their
data.
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